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BORDERLINE ISSUES IN INSTITUTIONAL SECTORING:
TO OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES

1. This note draws on recent reports from Member countries about how they
plan to interpret the new SNA/ESA rules for institutional sectoring.  It uses
this material to illustrate two problems in institutional sectoring which may
be seen as affecting the comparability of national accounts statistics for
Member countries.  The two problems are the rules for distinguishing market
from non-market producers and the tests for deciding whether control over a
non-profit institution (NPI) resides with government or with households.  The
note concludes by asking whether the adoption of the 1993 SNA/1995 ESA will
actually result in any changes to the sector classification of units. 

2. The country reports concerned are assembled in Room Document No.1 except
for the survey paper written by the U.K. CSO which, for reasons of timing, is
being circulated as a separate document.  (This is a revised version of the
paper submitted by the CSO to the Eurostat meeting of the Working Party on
National Accounts, November, 1995).

MARKET VERSUS NON-MARKET

3. The 1993 SNA refers to "economically significant " prices as the
criterion for identifying market output:

" Market output is output that is sold at prices that are economically
significant.  [ ... ..] Prices are said to be economically significant when they
have a significant influence on the amounts the producers are willing to supply
and on the amounts that purchasers wish to buy. "  (para. 6.45 1993 SNA) and " A
price is said to be not economically significant when it has little or no
influence on how much the producer is prepared to supply and is expected to
have only a marginal influence on  the quantities demanded. ..... Such prices
are likely to be charged in order to raise some revenue or to achieve some
reduction in the excess demand  that may occur when services are provided
completely free, but they are not intended to eliminate such excess demand. "
(para. 6.50 1993 SNA).

The 1995 ESA uses a simple test to determine when a price is economically
significant - namely " if more than 50% of the production costs are covered by
sales, the institutional unit is a market producer and classified in the ...
corporations sectors. " (para 3.32 1995 ESA) The text gives further
clarification on two points - what is meant by "production costs" and what
constitute "sales." As regards the latter, the 1995 ESA states that " including
in sales all payments linked to volume of output may be misleading in some
specific cases.  This can apply e.g. to the financing of private and public
schools: the payment by the general government can be linked to the number of
pupils but be the subject of negotiation with the general government.  In such
a case, these payments need not be regarded as sales though they have an
explicit link with the volume of output. " (para 3.36 1995 ESA).
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4. Comments

i) In most OECD countries health and education services are heavily
dependent on government financing.  Although funding arrangements
differ in detail between countries, government payments inevitably
have a close link with the volume of output as measured by the size
of the student body, the number of patient days, types and numbers of
medical treatments provided etc.  Paragraph 3.36 of the 1995 ESA
gives countries  considerable scope to decide whether or not payments
by government to health and educational establishments are purchases
of a services, and therefore constitute sales of market output.  Are
EU countries interpreting paragraph 3.36 consistently?  For example:

-  In Sweden hospitals derive most of their finance from
reimbursements per treatment from the social security system.
Statistics Sweden has decided not to classify these as sales and
hospitals are therefore treated as non-market producers.  What
appears to be a very similar system is in force in the
Netherlands, but in this case the Central Bureau of Statistics has
decided to treat the government payments as purchases of services
and the hospitals concerned are treated as market producers.

ii) Neither the 1993 SNA nor the 1995 ESA use terms such as "competitive
behaviour" or "market-oriented" in defining  market output or market
producers.  However, several countries obviously consider such
considerations to be important factors in deciding how to classify
producers.  For example:

- Finland says that " although some [private schools] may charge
quite high fees, they are not seen as operating  like market
operators " and so are classified as NPI.  A similar argument is
used for hospitals. "The prices charged [by certain large
hospitals owned by municipalities] cover operations costs but are
not like market prices.   The hospitals are classified in the
government sector " because they are not operating in a  true
market ".  

-  The UK uses the same words - " operating in a true market " in
pondering the appropriate classification of publicly funded
hospitals.  And in considering where to classify universities the
CSO asks itself whether " they are true market producers."   

-  In Canada, less than half the operating costs of train passenger
services are covered by ticket sales but the units concerned are
nevertheless classified as market producers because they are
" competing with other market activities" .  Using a similar
argument, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, which earns much
less than 50% of its costs from sales, is treated as a market
producer "because the radio and television services compete with
commercial services for audiences and television services compete
for advertising revenue . "
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-  In New Zealand, government secondary schools are now "competing
directly with private sector schools for the same fee-paying
pupils" .  This is regarded as a relevant factor in deciding
whether to classify them as market or non-market producers.

iii) The survey on institutional sectoring carried out by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics in 1994 reported that two thirds of the (
fifteen unidentified) responding  OECD countries use kind of activity
as the principal method for distinguishing between market and
non-market non-profit institutions.  Information supplied
subsequently by Member countries makes no mention of kind of activity
being used as a classification criterion but it seems likely that
many countries have in fact decided that certain kinds of activities
will always be treated as market activities regardless of pricing
policy.  Examples here are rail and bus transport and radio and
television services.

iv) The SNA concept of an economically significant price is alluded to
only by one country - Canada.  In speaking of rail passenger services
provided by the Via company, it notes that "prices are competitive
(significant) relative to ..... other modes of transportation".  In
the research paper by the US Bureau of Economic Analysis which was
discussed at the 1995 meeting, the economic significance of
university fees was gauged by reference to the "average student’s
family income".  

5. To summarise, the 1993 SNA reference to the economic significance of
prices does not seem to be widely used by countries in distinguishing market
from non-market output.  The 50% rule proposed in the ESA may be a more
practical way of defining economic significance, but it is unlikely that many
countries will use this as the sole criterion.  Kind of activity, the extent of
competition, judgements about the market behaviour of the managers and whether
or not output is supplied exclusively to government are all regarded as
relevant in assigning units to the market or non-market sectors.  

6. Does the use of multiple criteria, with countries inevitably giving
different weight to each of them, threaten to inhibit inter-country
comparability?

CONTROL

7. The distinction between public and private Non-Profit Institutions (NPI)
is important because it determines the size of government - a matter which has
political implications in many OECD Member countries.

8. The SNA specifies that for an NPI to be included in government it must
be " controlled and mainly financed by government" .  It goes on to explain that
"In this context, control is to be understood as the ability to determine the
general policy or programme of the NPI by having the right to appoint the
officers managing the NPI" . (1993 SNA para. 4.62)

9. The 1995 ESA uses virtually identical language. See para. 3.28.
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10. Comments

i) By requiring both funding and  control by government, problems arise
when only one of these criteria is met.  For example:  

-  In Canada, universities receive the majority of their funding from
government and are classified as NPI.  However Statistics Canada
explains that "in their day to day operations, universities have a
great deal of independence. It is difficult to argue the case that
they are controlled by government outside of the finding argument.
[...] Canada has chosen to let the funding criterion dominate and
all universities are being placed in the government sector".

-  In the U.K., universities are also considered to be NPI because
they receive the majority of their funding from government in what
are deemed to be transfers rather than sales of educational
services.  As in Canada, the extent of government control is
limited; "The government cannot appoint their governing bodies or
control their educational programmes"  However, the C.S.O takes
the opposite view from Canada and concludes that universities are
non-profit institutions which are financed but not controlled by
government and must be classified as Non-Profit Institutions
Serving Households (NPISH).

ii) The definition of control offered by the SNA does not always reflect
the institutional arrangements in all Member countries and a
considerable degree of judgement may be called for in deciding
whether a particular unit is government controlled. For example:

-  In the UK, the governors of grant maintained schools are selected
by the pupils’ parents and are generally answerable to them, but
the government has power to intervene in order to maintain
standards and schools must teach the national curriculum drawn up
by government.  The CSO conclusion is that these schools are not
controlled by government and they are classified as NPISH.

-  In Australia, there are a group of "recognised public hospitals"
that treat both private and public patients and which were set up
by religious or charitable foundations.  The ABS notes that
"governments exercise effective control by virtue of their
determination of the ratio of public to private beds in each
institution" and therefore classifies them in the government
sector.  On the face of it, this looks like a rather weak test of
control.

11. In summary, countries are required to exercise considerable judgement in
classifying units to the government or NPISH sectors when the joint condition
of control and finance are not met.  Judgement is also required when
governments exercise control over some but not all areas and when they do not
have - or do not usually exercise - the power to appoint managers. 

12. Is there need for further clarification as to what constitutes control?
One possibility might be to adopt a simple convention that majority funding
automatically implies control.
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WHAT DIFFERENCE WILL THE NEW SYSTEM MAKE?

13. The survey carried out by the Australian Bureau of Statistics in 1994
suggested that several countries would be likely to change their sector
classification of units following introduction of the 1993 SNA/1995 ESA.  For
example, as regards the market/non-market distinction "nine of the fifteen
responding countries plan to change or review their current application of
these criteria when implementing 1993 SNA."

14. Information subsequently supplied by Member countries suggests that
relatively few, if any, changes will actually be made. Finland is still
contemplating a possible change of classification for municipally-owned
hospitals which may be reclassified from the government to the non-financial
corporations sector.  Switzerland is considering reclassifying some hospitals
now defined as NPISH and New Zealand is faced with a number of classification
problems as a consequence of deregulation.  All other countries, however,
appear to have found justification in the 1993 SNA/ 1995 ESA texts to maintain
their existing classifications.  

15. Comments

i) The new systems were not intended to change  the rules for the
market/non-market and public/private distinctions.  The intention was
rather to clarify them.  This implies that it would indeed be
surprising if the implementation of the new system were to lead to
major shifts in the sector classification.

ii) In concluding a discussion of how to treat the National Railway
Infrastructure Administration, a heavily subsidised unit that was
hived off from the Swedish Railway System in 1989, Statistics Sweden
states that "It is not acceptable to reclassify the Administration
unless the problem of eliminating breaks in the series can be
resolved. "  It seems likely that the desire to minimise breaks in
series is a major consideration for other countries too. 

16. Is the OECD Secretariat correct in assuming that implementation of the
1993 SNA/1995 ESA will not result in any significant changes in sector
classifications by Member countries?
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